
“The time to read and absorb so much incredible information 
from my reference library has generated a wealth of new material, 

ideas and inspiration, not just for my designs but my model 
building, piano, train sets and chateau restoration. I’m excited 

to see this unfold and share it with you in 2021.”
Tim Gosling

www.tgosling.com

     

We are pleased to introduce iconic new pieces to the Gosling Collection, the 
folding carbon fi bre chair with quilted leather seat and leather wrapped arms, 
the John Nash chair in American Walnut, the John Nash sofa with bronze legs 
and Eames style buttoning plus the majestic Bombay Rosewood writing desk 

with a leather surface, nickel beading and tapered legs. 
www.tgosling.com/gosling-collection
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Into the Future....

On the Sofa....

Visit Tim at home in London to discover the inspiration behind his latest 
collection for The Rug Company 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TnbWLpY8G-w

When sourcing the perfect reading light proved diffi  cult, Tim decided 
to design one. Collaborating with TM Lighting, the new ergonomic light 
features an integrated switch in the oval head and woven leather eff ect 

wrapped fl exible wire. 

More than just a dog treat. Bespoke dog beds, designed by Photis, made in 
Sycamore with panels of Ripple Sycamore laid in a herringbone pattern. 

Not to mention a drawer for dog accessories and stolen shoes! 
tgosling.com/projects/concepts

When restrictions allowed, Karen Howes caught up with Tim Gosling & 
Hachi ‘on the sofa’ to talk about all things design. Catch the full conversation 

on the Gosling YouTube channel. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SvlzijrYqAQ
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Nell Gwynn House

A wonderful watercolour of Nell Gwynn House, designed in the Art Deco 
style in 1937 by G Kay Green, showing a fabulous new entrance & driveway 

designed by Gosling’s Phil Sturdy in 2020. 

£16,187 £4,958

£6,647 £41,200


